Doxorubicin and m-AMSA induced DNA damage in blast cells from AML patients.
We investigated m-AMSA or doxorubicin (Dx) induced DNA single-strand breaks (DNA-SSB) in myeloid leukemia cells obtained from 8 adult patients suffering from AML. Highly purified AML cells were stimulated to proliferate with the addition of the appropriate growth factor (GCT) and exposed to different concentrations of m-AMSA or Dx for 1 or 4 h, respectively. DNA-SSB were determined by alkaline elution techniques. Either the kinetics or the amounts of DNA-SSB caused by both topoisomerase II inhibitors were variable among different cases. By increasing m-AMSA concentrations there was a concomitant increase in DNA-SSB up to a plateau at the highest concentrations. Dx induced DNA-SSB followed a bell shape curve with a decrease in the number of breaks at the highest concentrations that was evident in most cases. The interindividual variability of Dx-induced DNA-SSB was not correlated with intracellular Dx concentrations as assessed by flow cytometry. No correlation was evident between the amount of DNA breaks induced by m-AMSA and that induced by Dx. These data suggest that AML cells derived from different patients are not necessarily cross-sensitive or cross-resistant to topoisomerase II inhibitors with different chemical structures such as amsacrine or anthracyclines.